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Do Foundations Really
Care About Women's
Rights?
Jael Silliman
Next September policy makers will gather at Beijing for
the Fourth United Nations World Conference on
women. So far, there has been little philanthropic
support and leadership to influence the outcome of the
meeting. This lack of attention is striking compared
With the spate of grantmaking activity that preceded the International Conference on Population
and Development, and the United Nations
With the
Conference on the Environment and Develnecessary political opment in Rio de Janeiro in 1992. For those conAmerican foundations supported a wide
commitment and ferences,
variety of activities designed to build public and
financing, major government support for sound policies and to
make sure that critical players and issues were
strides can be
part of the conference debate. They made grants
made at Beijing to enable nonprofit organizations to collect and
disseminate data, conduct town meetings that
to improve
attracted high-level federal officials, attract press
women's status coverage of the conference, and encourage broad
and rights around citizen activism and participation.

the world.

Virtually no such grants have been made to
support work for the Beijing conference. The only serious action taken to influence the meeting has been the
Ford Foundation's effort last year to arrange for grantmakers to meet with Gertrude Mongella, the secretary
general of the conference. Ford has also given her
money to help her office to carry out its mission.
The lack of attention to the Beijing meeting raises some
disturbing questions: Did foundations support
women's rights in the context of the population and
environment conferences only because of political
expediency? Is there a real commitment to women's
empowerment or is that just rhetoric?
Previous international conferences demonstrate how
such events-when properly supported and promotedcan galvanize worldwide action. At the 1985 United
Nations Conference on Women in Nairobi, an international women's movement was born. Numerous
organizations and networks were established, enabling
wO~1en to p~ay a vital role promoting women's rights in
the mternatiOnal arena. At the Rio conference, a new

awareness of the connections between environment
and economic development emerged, catalyzing environmental-protection efforts worldwide. The Rio
meeting also brought new understanding of the important roles that women playas activists and in deciding
how natural resources-from water to fuel-will be used
in their homes and neighborhoods. At Cairo, due to
the coordinated and effective activism of women
around the world, women's empowerment, gender
equity, and the importance of creating the working
conditions for fertility decline were acknowledged as
the cornerstone population and development policies.
With the necessary political commitment and financing, major strides can be made at Beijing to improve
women's status and rights around the world. This is
critical, not only because women's concerns are
important in their own right, but also because
women's advancement is essential to the effective
implementation of the policies adopted at Rio and
under consideration in Cairo.
Some of the pieces for a successful conference are in
place. The Clinton Administration is a strong backer of
women's rights here and abroad. Secretary General
Mongella, the leader of the conference, is a well-known
women's advocate from Tanzania: an experienced
government and United Nations policy maker, and has
the strong support of nonprofit groups from many
countries. Arvonne Fraser, the U.S. Ambassador to the
United Nations Commission on the Status of Women,
has a long history of commitment to women's rights
and is an expert on issues affecting women in developing countries. A variety of women's organizations in
the United States and abroad are planning efforts
to build on their accomplishments in Nairobi, Rio,
and Cairo, and they will use the Beijing conference to
promote critical women's concerns.
But problems for the conference are also brewing. As
women's rights supporters are preparing for Beijing, so
are the Vatican and religious fundamentalists. The
Vatican has used previous international conferences to
push for policies that fit in with Catholic teachings. For
example, at the 1984 United Nations International
Conference on Population in Mexico City, the Vatican
was successful in imposing an anti-abortion agenda, with
far-reaching implications for women's health and rights.
The Catholic leadership also aggressively promoted its
views on the family, sexuality, and reproductive rights
Continued on Page 7

NNG and Funders Who Fund in the South are planning a Funders Tour. "The Unfinished Civil Rights
Agenda in the South." April 4-9. 1995. For more information. please contact the NNG office.

•

1994 Conference Reflections
We asked four people who attended the 15th

NNe Annual Conference to share their
thoughts and experiences. In an effort to present a diverse and wide range of perspectives,
we asked the following people: Katherine
Acey, a long-time NNe member; Dwayne
Marsh, first time NNe conference attender
and non-member; Marci Wing, activist
grantseeker; and David Portillo, new NNe
member and conference participant. Thank
you for your reflections.
a first time participant. I am African American.
Ian Iwas
tend to focus on the practical actions to accomplish
objective. I reside in the Bay Area. I came with a
very specific agenda (I was invited to present on the
work of the FAITHS initiative to the Interfaith Funders).
All of these things color my take on the affair.
NNG is without question the most diverse and alternative clique in the pantheon of philanthropic sororities.
As such, it faces a tremendous challenge in forging an
agenda reflective and responsive in its content and
process. Seattle seemed to feature elements of both.
And every time it started to feel we were drifting a little
bit too far in the process direction, a Gary Delgado
would step forward. Or a Reyna Juarez. Such occurrences alone were enough to make the event worth the
price of admission (which is another matter...). Overall,
Seattle proved a useful tool to continue to equip ourselves for the difficult work we champion on a daily
basis. I applaud NNG for not backing away from what
is very difficult stuff to deal with.

Dwayne Marsh, San Francisco Foundation

am not a seasoned conference goer, so I was a bit anxious upon learning that the Northwest Immigrant
IRights
Project had secured a grantseeker slot at the conference. What I found, however, was an energizing,
intense, sometimes draining exchange of ideas, personal
experience and inspiration. The mix of people, the sharing of progressive values, the realization good works
continue no matter how adverse the circumstances - the
NNG conference reminded me that to dream and
to strive to better conditions for humankind never goes
out of style.

Marci Wing, Northwest Immigrant
Rights Project, Seattle, WA.

came to my first NNG conference as

a board and grantmaking committee
Imember
of the Chinook Fund, a mem-

Closi1lg Plenen;. Gary Schwartz, Marla
Painter, Joan Garner, Reyna Juarez.
2

ber fund of the Funding Exchange
Network. I came away from the conference with renewed commitment to
social change grantmaking from my
participation in the People of Color
Caucus and the discussions that
focused on the ways community orga-

Opening Ceremony, Kiana Lodge. Makah Tribal members dancing.
nizing has attempted to incorporate political education into its work. In Colorado, we have often
"Fought the Right" but have rarely taken initiative to
frame issues progressively within our organizations.
Resultant reactive struggles fighting anti-gay and
anti-immigrant initiatives have exposed how effectively these campaigns have divided our communities. The impulse to fund political education campaigns within community organizations should be
supported.

David Portillo, Chinook Fund, Denver, CO.

A fter attending nine consecutive NNG conferJ-\.. ences, I had to miss two years. I returned with
great expectations. I was not disappointed. A good
part of my grantmakers' infancy and adolescence was
shaped by NNG, the Funding Exchange Network,
and the Working Group on Funding Lesbian and Gay
issues (NNG was the incubator for the latter). My
. adult philanthropic years are informed by the
National Network of Women's Funds and as emerging network of Lesbian and Gay Foundations. It was
very satisfying to see all of these very important networks and others converging at the NNG conference.
Perhaps absense does make the heart grow fonder.
I felt both impressed and proud with NNG's
tremendous growth, proactive vision with practical if
not challenging applications to our day to day work
and lives.
I have found myself in the weeks following Seattle
making reference to the conference, engaging in discussions where I have been able to draw on ideas
from the sessions claiming values, program collaborations and organizing strategies that can and do work.
And, it's been more than helpful and hopeful to say
to other groups, "Wait we're not alone. Two hundred
people just met in Seattle and we talked about similar
issues and .strategies." The conference reaffirmed for
me that our work is about connecting the issues and
just as importantly conhecting people.

Katherine Acey, Astrea Foundation, New York, NY.

Local Project Seeks
to Change National
Policy Toward Women
Refugees in the u.S.
Vicky Nunez
A July, 1994 issue of Ms. Magazine reports that Agathe
Uwilinguiyimana, an interim prime minister in Rwanda
and Hutu moderate was murdered by Hutu extremists.
One year prior to her death her house was broken into
and she was beaten and raped. Ms. Uwilinguiyimana
suspected that her political opponents were behind that
attack. This sad incident is but one of many examples of
the gender-based repression and persecution that
women government officials, activists and refugees face
all over the world.
While Uwilinguiyimana was not able to escape Rwanda,
many women refugees who do make it to the United
States are often denied political asylum. Traditionally,
the political nature of women's activism is not acknowledged by immigration courts, nor is the political nature
of the persecution and the torture they must endure.
A local legal services agency in Cambridge, MA is seeking to raise awareness of the differential and often
discriminatory treatment that women refugees receive
in applying for political asylum in the U.s. and change

NNG Common Grant
Application
The Common Grant Application (CGA) is finally ready
for use. The project is now entering a one year pilot
phase in which we strongly encourage all NNG
members to promote its use in their individual or foundational grantmaking capacities. The CGA will be
evaluated and revised at the end of the year based on
suggestions from both foundations and grantseekers
with experience in using the form. A copy of the application along with a sign-up sheet (indicating a commitment to use the form during the pilot year) will be
mailed to the membership in January.
The CGA came out of a nine month effort by a group of
committed members who are part of the Philanthropic
Reform Committee. Many thoughtful suggestions
which came out of the annual conference in Seattle facilitated completion of the application form. The following foundations have either decided to use the CGA for
one year or are happy to accept it: *Ben & Jerry's
Foundation, Boehm Foundation, Boston Foundation,
C.s. Fund, Funding Exchange, Jewish Fund for Justice,
Needmor Fund, *Jessie Smith Noyes Foundation, Public
Welfare Foundation, Sapelo Foundation, Tides

policies so that their asylum claims are heard with less
bias. The Women Refugees Project (sponsored by
Cambridge and Somerville Legal Services) is developing expertise through representing local women and is
working to promote a redefinition of who is entitled to
political asylum. In 1993 the project represented 327
women in the Greater Boston area, over one half of
whom had gender based claims. Through providing
representation to local women, the project has developed a set of guidelines for working sensitively and fairly with women refugees.
Call for
These guidelines have been endorsed by
submissions:
36 human rights groups in the United
States and the INS is revising the guideShare descriptions
lines for its own use.
of projects,

especially
The project is funded by the local bar foundations, the Boston Foundation and the
co llaborative
Hyams Foundation, among others. It
models, with the
recently received funding from the Joyce
NNG network.
Mertz-Gilmore Foundation to better
pursue its national policy work. As The
Women Refugees Project continues to push its national
agenda forward, taking advantage of a somewhat more
responsive INS department, it will need additional
resources. For more information contact Nancy Kelly,
Project Coordinator, The Women's Refugee Project,
Cambridge and Somerville Legal Services, 432
Columbia Street, Cambridge, MA 02141.
Vicky Nunez is a program officer at the Hyams
Foundation and a member of NNG. _

Foundation and Unitarian Universalist Funding
Program. Thank you for taking the lead!
For questions on how members can participate in this
important project and use the Common Grant
Application, please contact the NNG office. Special
thanks to Christopher Mogil, CGA Committee Chair,
Robin Kroft, Kathy Partridge and Jodi Williams,
Committee Coordinators, and all those who
contributed. _

*Contact before applying.

SPECIAL REQUEST for examples, ideas, and
information for NNG's "How To" Manual, a
companion to Evaluation Guide: What is Good
Grantmaking for Social Iustice? We need
suggestions for improving the grantmaking·
process around accessibilty, accountability,
relations with grantees, and resources for social
change. Call or write the office now about
exemplary funders/practices and fill out a
survey that will come to members in the Spring.
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Changes in the Network

New and Renewed Members

News from Members

• James W. Abernathy, Executive Director of the
Environmental Support Center in Washington, D.C.

• Bill Batson, a former NNG board member, is in Cape
Town, South Africa for one year,pursuing a degree in
Community Planning at the University of MA, College
for Public and Community Service. You can
The Jewish Fund for contact him at: c/o Madi Pearce, 11 Belle
Justice has moved. Ombre Ct., Belle Ombre Road, Tamboerskloof
8001, Cape Town, South Africa.

Their new address is
260 5th Avenue,
Suite 701
New York, NY, 10001
(212) 231-2113
FAX (213) 213-2233

• Betsy Brill, Director of the Sophia Fund of the
Chicago Foundation for Women, has moved on
to explore broader opportunities and, in the
meantime, is consulting with foundation and
non-profit clients. She can be reached at
312-266-4971.

• After seven years the Boca Lupo Fund of the Tides
Foundation has run out of funds and only will exist in
skeletal form for the foreseeable future. Jill Bullitt,
Director, will be making her transition in Seattle. We
wish you well.
• Lynn Gisi will be leaVing the Needmor Fund by
March 1. She will be 'taking some time off before
moving on to another career. Good luck.
• Alice Ito of A Territory Resource gave birth to Zenwa
Toshiro Ito Shimabukuro on November 23. He is
"Toshi" for short.
• Dan Petegorsky of the Peace Development FundSeattle became father to Gabriel Petegorsky on
September 6. And he (Gabriel) is incredibly cute!
• Murray Rosenblith of the AJ. Muste
Memorial Institute became a proud
parent of fraternal twins Rubin Jack
and Audrey Belle Rosenblith on
September 15. Congratulations!
• Gary Schwartz, of the Fund of the Four
Directions, has been appointed to a new
position, Director of Special Projects.
• Jael Silliman has left the Jessie Smith Noyes
Foundation. She is now Assistant Director of the Center
for International and Comparative Studies at the
University of Iowa.
• Longtime NNG member Lael Stegall is establishing a
consulting practice called Social Change Advocates,
associated with a nonprofit organization, Social Change
International. Lael has recently worked with the Asia
Foundation, the First Nations Development Institute,
and the Shaler Adams Foundation. She continues to
advise an anonymous donor in Washington, D.C.
• After leaving the Fund for Free South Africa early this
year, Mary Tiseo has rejoined the staff. Welcome back.

• Lillie P. Allen, Consultant to the Pettus Crowe
Foundation.
• Susan Bitterman, Board Member of Ben & Jerry's
Foundation in Waterbury, VT.
• Beth Brent, of Washington, D.C., and philanthropic
advisor to Anne Bartley.
• Kelly Brown, Grants Director of the Vanguard Public
Foundation in San Francisco.
• William Broker, of Savannah, GA, and Treasurer of
the Sapelo Foundation.
• Clay Carter, Program Officer of the Tides Foundation
in San Francisco.
• Sandi Chamberlain, of Victoria, Canada, and
President of the Threshold Foundation.
• Ted H. Chen, Program Associate of the John D. and
Catherine T. MacArthur Foundation in Chicago, 11.
• Barbara A Dalderis, Vice President and Director of
the Lannan Foundation in Los Angeles.
• Gloria De Robles, Associate Director of Workplace
Fundraising at the National Committee for Responsive
Philanthropy in Washington, D.C.
• Wendy Emrich, Board Member of the Chinook Fund
in Boulder, CO.
• David A Garcia, Executive Director of the Episcopal
City Mission in Boston, MA
• Adelina Gonzales, Board Member of A Territory
Resource in Seattle, WA
• Allen Hancock, of Eugene, OR, a member of the
Impact Project in Arlington, MA
• Ron Hanft, Associate Director of the Funding
Exchange in New York, NY.
• Mary Jackson, Assistant Vice President of the
Colorado National Bank in Denver, CO.
• Charlotte Johnson, Trustee of the Otto Bremer
Foundation in St. Paul, MN.
• Rose Johnson, Board Member of the Sapelo
Foundation in Atlanta, GA
• Ken Jones, Director of the Exchange Program of the
Peace Development Fund in Northampton, MA
• Ana Kimball, of Acorn Foundation in Seattle, WA

• Ingrid Washinawatok, of the Fund of the Four
Directions, has been promoted to Director of
Grantmaking. Congratulations!
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• Sandra Laureano, Grants Officer of the Funding
Exchange in New York, NY.

• Rachel McCrea, Administrative Assistant of the
Kongsgaard-Goldman Foundation in Seattle, WA.

• Cynthia M. Regalado, Program Director of the Los
Angeles Women's Foundation in LA.

• Regina McGraw, Executive Director of the Wieboldt
Foundation in Chicago, IL.

• Christina Roessler, Director of the French American
Charitable Trust in Washington, D.C..

• Annie Mayo, Program Officer of the Eagle Staff Fund
of the First Nations Development Institute in
Fredericksburg, VA.

• Yolanda Russell-Alexander, Board Chair of A
Territory Resource in Seattle, WA.

• Adelita M. Medina, Program Officer of the Ms.
Foundation for Women in New York.

• Jane Renfro Smith, President and CEO of the
Hawai'i Community Foundation in Honolulu.

• Anne Mize, Board Member of A Territory Resource in
Seattle, WA.

• Marci Riseman, a member of the Impact Project in
Arlington, MA.

• Gaylord Neely, of Washington, D.C..

• Beatriz Rosales, Senior Program Officer of the Tides
Foundation in San Francisco.

• Marla Painter, of Reno, NV, and Board Member of the
Peace Development Fund in Northampton, MA.
• David Portillo, Board Member of the Chinook Fund in
Denver, CO.
• Marian Quinlan, Director of Development of the Eagle
Staff Fund of the First Nations Development Institute in
Fredericksburg, VA.

• S.J. Sanchez, Program Director of the McCune
Charitable Foundation in Santa Fe, NM.
• Rinku Sen, of Oakland, CA, and Board Member of
the Vanguard Foundation.

Continued on page 7

From the Co-Chairs
In the Brecht play, The Life of Galileo, a monk asks Galileo, "Don't you think the truth will prevail, even without us, if it is the
truth?" Galileo answers "No, no, no. Truth prevails only when we make it prevail. The triumph of reason can only be the
triumph of reasoning people."
The 1994 elections echo the need for reasoning people to heed Brecht's call to work in order for the truth to prevail. For those of
us who believe that protecting human rights and meeting the basic human needs of all Americans is a fundamental responsibility
we have to each other as members of a community, this is a dark and troubling time. It is, indeed, a time in which our democracy
itself is threatened by the forces of hate, selfishness, cynicism and suspicion that seek to exclude from participation in American
life those they deem to be unworthy.
The elections underscore the success of the radical right in its attack on both basic civil rights and our responsibilities to each
other, by appealing to people's fears and worst instincts about the social and economic changes taking place in the world today. It
underscores the success of those who have plundered this nation's natural and human resources, while at the same time pointing
the finger of blame at "others"-immigrants, lesbians and gays, people of color and poor people-many of whom have been among
the primary victims of that plunder and exploitation.
Now more than ever, reasoning people must re-affirm that quality education, affordable housing, universal health care, safe jobs
with wages above the poverty level, and equal opportunity for all people to fully participate in American life are not "the heavy
burden of government" as Newt Gingrich's Contract With America claims. They are the mark of a just and civilized nation.
This year's National Network of Grantmakers' annual conference set the tone for the work that lies ahead of us. Over that
October weekend some 250 progressive activists met to develop strategy based on our re-claiming the moral high ground of work
for social and economic justice. At a time when so many people who profess a belief in God betray that belief in their every hateful act, we re-affirmed our spiritual ties that guide us in our work and give witness to our religious and spiritual values.
In the year ahead, we will continue our efforts to promote progressive social change. Some of us have already responded to the
November elections with support for the Blue Mountain Working Group of activists and researchers who are working to counter
the ,efforts of the anti-democratic right. This spring, the second annual NNG tour will visit with activists in the South who are
countering the radical right to get a better sense of their work and how we can support it.
In this mean spirited and punitive time our work can play an important role in determining whether or not the truth will prevail.

Larry Kressley

Wendy Johnson
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New Board Members

Adriana Ballen has been a Program Officer in the Community Initiatives Program at the
John D. and Catherine T. MacArthur Foundation since 1990. Her area of focus is community
development, with grantmaking responsibilities in 1) enhancing the abilities of nonprofit
organizations and their constituents to participate in the democratic process (capacity
building and citizen participation), 2) exploring the barrier$ of race, class and gender that
prevent people from moving out of poverty, and 3) using the arts as a vehicle for human
creativity and understanding. Prior to joining the Foundation, Adriana worked with the
Latino Institute of Chicago and the Jane Addams/Hull House Association. She is a member of Hispanics in Philanthropy and Native Americans in Philanthropy, as well as NNG.

Deb Furry is the Executive Director of the National Alliance For Choice in GiVing, an
association of local, state and regional funds and federations raising money through
workplace campaigns on behalf of their members: social justice, environmental, women's
and other constituent based organizations. Previously she was the director of
Community Works, a social justice federation in Boston, MA and canvass director for the
Massachussets Coalition of Battered Women's Service Groups. She has been active over
the past fifteen years in a host of progressive issues including gay and lesbian rights.

Rose Johnson is the Georgia Project Program Director at the Center for Democratic
Renewal in Atlanta. She manages an organizing project which melds local, grassroots
organizing against racism with the fight against Klan violence into a statewide network.
She was the 1993 recipient of the Jane Bagley Lehman Award in Excellence in Public
Advocacy from the Tides Foundation. She serves on the Board of the Sapelo Foundation
and was a board member and Chair of the Grants Committee of the Fund for Southern
Communities until last year. An African America, Rose has been an activist since her
teen years around a host of progressive issues and especially anti-racism.

Isabel Olivera-Morales is a Program Officer at the Needmor Fund in Boulder, CO,
and co-producer of a nationally distributed news program, "Latin America News."
Previously, she worked as a policy analyst for the Mayor's Commission on Hispanic
Concerns in New York City and for community legal services programs in Boston and
New York. Isabel has been an activist most of her life. As a youth, she participated in
civil rights demonstrations with her parents and became active in the struggle against the
Vietnam War. As a tenant organizer, she has worked for affordable housing and for the
rights of people of color to live where they choose. She has been involved in unionization
drives, in strike support, and has worked on issues of school bussing. She is a member of
Hispanics in Philanthropy.

Peggy Saika is the Executive Director of the Asian Pacific Environmental Network in
Oakland, Chairperson of the New World Foundation Board of Directors, and a board
member of the Ms. Foundation for Women, the Charles Bannerman Fellowship Program,
Asian American/Pacific Islanders in Philanthropy, and Asians and Pacific Islanders for
Reproductive Health. From 1983 to 1991 she was the Executive Director of the Asian Law
Caucus. Spanning a 24 year period of community involvement, Peggy has served on the
Alameda Commission on the Status of Women, State of California Joint Select Task Force
on the Changing Family and the Board of Directors of numerous organizations.
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Do Foundations Really Care . .. Continued from Page 1
at the Cairo conference. It lobbied government delegations forcefully and reached out actively to Islamic
fundamentalists to support its positions. It is only
because of the steadfast commitment of the U.S.
Government to women's rights, bolstered by an aggressive and relatively well-financed nonprofit effort, that
the Vatican was not successful in Cairo.
Catholic leaders and fundamentalists will continue their
efforts to roll back women's rights in Beijing. They
expect to have a better chance of succeeding because the
Beijing meeting may now draw as much public attention
as other international conferences. In Beijing, as in Cairo,
a firm stand for women's rights by the United States and
other governments - best achieved with the active and
organized support of nonprofit groups from America '
and abroad-will be essential to serve as a bulwark
against those regressive forces. Given the outcome of the
recent U.s. elections, strong NGO presence, a supportive
administration, and a Plan of Action are critical as the
conservatives seek to roll back women's rights.
Women's rights activists are aware of both the potential
opportunities and obstacles presented by the Beijing
meeting. They are preparing to promote a strong agenda for women, but they cannot be effective without
money for advocacy and publicity work. They need
support for efforts to collect and disseminate information, stimulate grassroots political action, organize meetings with policy makers, and encourage the press to
cover key issues.
The effectiveness of foundation support for citizen
involvement in the Rio and Cairo conferences clearly
demonstrates the need for similar action preceding the
Beijing meeting. Women's groups are strapped for
funds, as is the U.N. Secretariat for the conference. It is
time for American grantmakers, led by the large foundations that advocate women's rights as a key component
of their population and environmental grantmaking
strategies, to put their resources and support behind the
Beijing conference.
Jael Silliman is Assistant Director of the Center for
International and Comparative Studies at the University
of Iowa. She was formerly with the Jessie Smith Noyes
Foundation,
Reprinted with permission of The Chronicle of
Philanthropy, substantially re-written for this issue. _
New and Renewed Members . .. Continued from Page 5

_ Sherry Sinclair, Program Manager of Neighborhood
Reinvestment Corp. in Tucker, GA.

_ Ruby Ta,kanishi, Executive Director of the Carnegie
Corporation in New York, NY.
_ Leslie Temanson, Director of Grant Programs of
Food For All in Redlands, CA.
_ Michael Tutt, Board Member of Ben & Jerry's
Foundation in Waterbury, VT.
_ Jennifer S. Vanica, Foundation Administrator of the
Jacobs Family Foundation in San Diego, CA.
_ Wendy Watriss of Houston, TX.
_ Marilyn B. Wood, of Philadelphia, MA, and trustee
of the Valentine Foundation.

Please send us news announcements that you
would like to share with the membership.

Expanding Philanthropy
Dear fellow grantmakers,
As you may recall, the Progressive Philanthropy Project attempted to
stimulate interest among grantmakers in the development needs of
grantees, and to increase the pool of donors and monies available for
progressive work. The Project evolved into The Florian Fund
(housed at the Funding Exchange), which provides loans to assist
nonprofits in their pursuit of those objectives.
We also sought to promote activity in this arena by other foundations
and grantmakers. The goal of the Project - stimulating new sources
and levels of progressive philanthropy - is shared by many NNG
members in order to learn more about other similar projects which
you feel have been particularly successful in bringing new donors to
progressive work or in enabling grantees to raise significant new funds
or attract new donors. Please direct material to Allison Barlow at the
HKH office, or call Allison at (212) 682-7446. We will organize your
input into a brief report and/ or artcle, and pass it on to the NNG for
circulation. Ultimately we hope that an update about this type of work
can be a regular component of the NNG newsletter to inform and
stimulate us all.
This isn't the sexiest part of our collective agenda, but it is one of the
most crucial from an infrastructural standpoint. So please take the
time to call or write and let us know what is effectively increasing the
resource pool for the next decades of work.
Sincerely,
Martin Bunzl and Harriet Barlow

_ Luis A. Solis, Director of Programs of Hispanic
Federation of New York City.
_ Jean Stetter, Board Member of Ben & Jerry's
Foundation in Waterbury, VT.
_ Janice Strout, Grants Officer of the Funding Exchange
in New York, NY.
_ Donna Sunn, Administrator of the Needmor Fund in
Denver, CO.

This newsletter was conceptualized by Wendy Johnson
(outgoing committee chair), Vicky Nunez,
Mike Roque and Jenny Warburg (the new co-chairs)
Communications/Publications Committee.
It was edited by Seunghee Cha and Terry Odendahl.
Jill Pittsford is our graphic designer.
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Keep me on your mailing list. Yes! I want to be a member!
D Enclosed is a check for $100 made payable to the National Network of Grantmakers for 1995 membership
D In addition, I am enclosing a tax-deductible contribution of $.

_

D Please delete me from your mailing list
Name.

_ Title,

_

Grantmaking Organization/Affiliation,

_

Address

_

City, State, Zip

_

Work Phone (

Fax (

Please return to National Network of Grantmakers, 1717 Kettner Blvd., #100 San Diego, CA 92101 Phone(619) 231-1348 Fax (619) 231-1349

NATIONAL NETWORK OF GRANTMAKERS
Board of Directors
Adriono Bollen (95-97)
MacArthur Foundation
14OS. Deorbom #1H)()
Chicago. IL 00603
(312)

726-8000

(31~)

917-0330 Pax

Ellen Purnari (93-95)
Fundraising Committee Chair
Ben & Jerry's Foundation
Box 299
Waterbury, VT 05676
(80~) 244-6957 (Ext. 2590)
(802) ~44-1175 Fax

Rose Johnson (95-97)

Sapelo Foundation
c! 0 Center for Democratic Renewal
Box 50469
Atlant,1, GA 30302
(404) 221-0025
(404) 221-{)()45 Fax
Wendy Johnson (94-%)
Co-Convenor
Appalachian Community Fund
517 Union Ave., Suite 200
Knoxville, TN 37902
(615) 523-5783
(615) 5~2-5281 Fax

Isabel Olivera Morale'S (95-97)
Needmor Fund
1730 15th Street
Boulder, CO 80302
(303) 449-5801
(303) 444-8055 Fax

Larry Kressley (93-95)
Co-Convener
Public Welfare Foundation
2600 Virginia Ave., NW, Suite 505
Washington, D.C 20037
(202) 965-1800
(202) 625-1348 Fax

Treasurer

Alan Rabinowitz (93-95\

Deb Purry (95-971

Nat') Alliance for Choice in Giving:
2001 a Strt'Ct, NW
Washington. DC 20036
(202) 2%-8470
(202) 857-0077 Fax

NATIONAL ETWORK OF GRANTMAKERS
1717 Kettner Blvd. #100
San Diego, CA 92101

Carol Mollner (94-%)
Philanthropic Reform Co-Chair
National Nro\'ork of Women's Funds
1821 University Ave., Suite 409 :'J
St. Paul, MN 55105
(612) 641-0742
(612) 647-1401 Fax

3400 East Laurelhu",t Dr., NE
Seattle, WA 98105
(206) 525-7941
(206) 524-3074 Pax
Mike Roque N4-96)
Communication;PubsCo"Chair
Chinook Fund
2412 West 3Znd Ave.
Denver, CO 30ZI1
(303) 455-6905
(303) 477-1617 Fax

Rose Sackey-Milligan (93-95)
Secretary, Membership Olair
Peace Development Fund
44 North Prospect St.
P.O. Box 1230
Amherst, MA 01002
(413) ~5b-8306
(413) ~56-8871 Fax
Pelk")' Saika (95-97)

New VI/orld Foundation
c/o Asian Pacific Env. Network
1221 Presenyation ParI.. Way, 2nd Floor
Oakland, CA 94612
(510) 834-8920
(510) 834-8926 Fax
Gary Schwartz (93-95\

Annual Conference Co-Chair
Fund of the Four Directions
8 West 40th St., 10th Floor
New York, NY 10018
(212) 763-1430
(212) 768-1471 Fax

Cynthia White (94-96)
Board Dev. Chair
Self-Development of People
100 Witherspoon Ave.
Louisville, KY 40204
(502) 569-5780
(502) 569-5018 Fax
Ron White (94-96)
PhilantllJ'Opic Reform Cu-Chair
Campaign for Hwnan Development
3311 Fourth St. NE
Washington, DC 20017
(202) 541-3372
(202) 541-3322
Staff,
Seunghee Cha
Terry Odendahl
1717 Kettner Blvd. #100
San Diego, CA 92101
(619) 231-1348
(619) 231-1349 Fax
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